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R
emember when
value added
distributors were

special? It was back
when the term really did
mean distributors that
added value rather than
just distributors that said
they added value but
were never too specific
about what that value
was – and on the
occasions when they
could be enticed to
explain what their value
added proposition was,
it sounded remarkably
like the stuff they’d
always done.
No wonder there’s a
move to replace VAD with a new term, ‘full
service distributor’. “Full service distributor
(FSD) is an evolution from the term ‘value
added distributor’ (VAD),” explains Data
Solutions director Michael O’Hara. “Pretty
much every distributor out there, globally,
claims to be a VAD which has diluted the
understanding of its value.” 
While he would usually describe Data
Solutions as a specialist distributor, O’Hara
accepts that FSD is “probably a more succinct
way to describe the service we give our
customers”. O’Hara suggests that an FSD
provides “a range of services to a reseller
partner that covers sales, technical, marketing,
financial and logistics”. The FSD’s goal, he
believes, is to ensure a reseller is proficient on
a vendor’s technology and that it maximises
revenue in the market from selling that
technology.

“Our goal is that the reseller
sells and implements the best
solution to its customers that will
maintain and improve their
strong relationship. There are
literally hundreds of different
services a FSD can offer. These
services depend on not just the
vendor the distributor is
representing but also the reseller
the distributor partners with,”
O’Hara adds.

Disintermediation
Commtech general manager
Gerry Harvey sees the
emergence of the FSD as a
natural consequence of
market events.

“Traditional IT product distribution is
constantly under threat from the force
of disintermediation,” he says. “As ‘inside
sales’ teams forge direct vendor to
customer links, the traditional
distribution processes of transport,
stockholding and logistics are seen as
basic services, offering little in the way
of value add. This is especially the case
in an increasingly software world where
utility is often transmitted, not
transported.”
Resellers are also affected by vendors’
efforts to have a direct engagement with
customers, he suggests. “So the channel,
as a two-tier value add model with
distribution and reseller, is increasingly
working in unison to provide best
practice solutions to customers,” Harvey
comments. Notice that he doesn’t use

the FSD term, preferring to stick to the old VAD
label. “The role of the value added distributor
is to source innovative new products and find
and bring to market technologies best suited
to take advantage of the changes under way in
the marketplace.”
He says Commtech has bundled
complementary product sets “into logical lines
of business with technical and pre-sales
expertise focused on the advantage to the
reseller on proposing the combined offering.
This can help the reseller in many ways, not
least offering a one-stop shop for application
solutions but, more importantly, proffering a
proven architecture and interoperability suite”.
Another key sales support VADs offer is sales
and product training, while “workshops,
vendor training boot camps and solution sales
days are all part of our full service promise to
resellers”. 

Resellers’
role
Before moving
on to the subject
of FSDs, Michael
Jackson,
managing
director at Tech
Data Ireland, is
keen to stress the
value that
resellers add. “It’s
important to say
that there will
always be value
that the reseller
adds through its
own knowledge
and experience
of solutions or
markets that a
distributor can’t
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‘Pretty much every
distributor out there,
globally, claims to be a VAD
which has diluted the
understanding of its value’

Gerry Harvey, Commtech

‘As ‘inside sales’ teams forge
direct vendor to customer
links, the traditional
distribution processes of
transport, stockholding and
logistics are seen as basic
services, offering little in the
way of value add’

The value added distributor is dead, long live the
full service distributor, writes Billy MacInnes
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replicate. Our role as a distributor is to enable
and empower the reseller – and make it easy
for it to do business in whatever way we can.”

Like Harvey, he’s not quite ready to
give up on the notion of adding
value in distribution in favour of
FSD yet. “Most of the value – on top
of the choice, availability and
credit – that we add is in the pre-
sales stage, helping partners to
identify the right
products for
their customers
and to present
and
demonstrate
those solutions
to the customer,”
he says. “It is very

important for us to be
sensitive to the needs of
resellers and work with
them to ensure they can
add value and build strong
relationships with their
customers.”
Paul Bale, head of
marketing at Exertis, is
under no illusions that
“distribution has moved
way beyond logistics and
credit lines”, adding that
Exertis delivers “a full value
chain of support to enable
our customers to deliver
value to their customers”.
He lists several services
provided by Exertis
including a number of
hardy perennials such as
stock and configuration,
logistics, finance, marketing,
vendor programmes and
training. While pre-sales and
technical support is nothing
new as such, it has probably
gone to a deeper level in
terms of providing expert
advice to compile
quotations and secure bids
and the distributor is also in
the process of rolling out
managed service offerings
to resellers.
Bale also believes that the
distributor can provide a
comprehensive offering
through its ability to offer a
pan-European capability,
anchored to local in-
country knowledge and
relationships with a choice
of vendors across B2B,
enterprise, retail, mobile and
managed print. “We are very
tuned in to the Irish market
and to what our Irish

partners are experiencing. In turn, we are
continually striving to add to what our
partners can expect in terms of our service
offering,” Bale adds.

Present and correct
O’Hara at Data Solutions says the role the
distributor plays in the channel depends to
some extent on the vendor involved. For
example, well-established companies with a

significant presence on the ground, such as
Cisco, Microsoft and Dell, may have a direct
touch channel and user focused account
managers in Ireland whereas new but little-
known vendors may have no resources in
Ireland. 
“The requirement from the distributor in
these cases will differ in many aspects,” he
observes. “For example, the distributor might
focus on providing good logistics and finance
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facilities to its
resellers for larger
more established
vendors that offer
many services
directly. However,
the distributor might
focus more on
building market
awareness,
education and
direct touch with its
resellers for a new
up and coming
vendor.”
In other words,
the value or service
varies from vendor
to vendor and the
‘fullness’ of that
service varies
accordingly. So one
distributor might
provide many of
what many would
describe as standard services for its vendors
but those vendors are likely to view it as the full
service that they require. If they need
something more, they’ll go to another
distributor with a different service proposition.
In other words, there is a role for different types
of distributorsMichael Conway, director at
Renaissance, believes there is room for FSDs
and traditional logistics type distributors,
although he thinks the latter are merging and
reducing in number. “We’re almost getting to
the point of a great divide where fewer, large big
distribution organisations will be logistics
houses and if the channel partner knows what
to buy and knows the SKU, the logistics house
type distributor has a significant role to play.”
There are certain products that don’t require
much, if any, service attached to them at all
apart from price and availability. “If you want to
buy Microsoft Office or an HP OfficeJet, you
just need to find the price and availability. You
may compromise on price for availability or
vice versa, but you can order it by lunchtime
today and have it by
lunchtime tomorrow
without any human
intervention.”
But he also asks a
pertinent question about the
role performed by the
logistics distributors. “What’s
the difference between DHL
and some of the larger
distribution companies? It’s
just track and trace, some of
them work very much in
tandem with each other.” He
claims some distributors
don’t even know what the
product is that’s being
ordered, all they need to
know is if it’s the right SKU.

This can be taken to the extreme
where a reseller that doesn’t have the
SKU for the product can’t place an
order.
That’s very different from the FSD
model. Conway describes that as a
process where the reseller “needs to
understand what the product is,
what’s appropriate, how to
implement it, and there’s a
requirement for pre-sales support
and post-sales support, and it’s not
just ringing up someone with a
headset on.” He describes the FSD as
“somebody you’re phoning up and
you’re describing the nature of what
you’re looking for and there’s some
conversation and discussion”.
O’Hara at Data Solutions argues
that one of the most important points
FSDs need to bear in mind is that
while resellers vary in size, skills and
focus, the common thread they share
is that they have a strong relationship
with their customers. “There is a

bond and a trust that resellers have built up
over the years from providing good advice,
technologies and service at
competitive prices to their
customers. FSD provision to resellers
should take this into account and
offer specific services required by
each partner to maximise results.” 
This means understanding that
services “can vary from case to case”.
In one instance, the distributor might
need to provide technical and sales
training for all relevant staff, in
another it might have to build user
workshops around the technologies
the reseller can offer to its customer
base and carry out joint user
meetings with resellers to position
the technology.

Lab-based approach
Services can also include
demonstration labs that resellers can

use to show their
customers the
technology in a live
environment or
assisting in Proof of
Concepts and designing
direct marketing campaigns
into their customer
databases. “The list goes on,”
O’Hara states. “The benefits of
FSD to a reseller might best
be summarised as the
distributor identifying the
skills and weaknesses of the
reseller around a vendor it
distributes”. The FSD’s job is
to provide “a full service that
complements the reseller’s
skills and works to eliminate

as many of the weaknesses as possible”. This
would also ensure the vendor’s interests and
opportunities were best aligned with the
reseller’s prospects.
Conway makes the point often cited by
VADs in the past that they are effectively 
the vendor for many of the brands they
distribute. “We do a lot of education and calls,
we work with reseller account managers to go
to their users. We’re not necessarily just
focused on one solution, we’re going in as a
trusted partner (from a security point of view
in our case), looking at what they’re trying to
achieve and what might be appropriate or not
appropriate. And if we can’t fulfil the need, we
say we can’t do it, you need to talk to
somebody else.”
O’Hara agrees: “To me, a distributor is an
extension of, or an addition to, the service
offered by the vendor. The ultimate goal is to
maximise the business opportunity and
revenues for the vendor the distributor is
representing.” 
He argues a FSD can add value by least
complementing and enhancing the reseller’s
go-to-market strategy. “This should lead to
increased sales and services for resellers and

help maintain strong
reseller relationships
with their
customers,” he says.
“The customer
should get a better
service from a well-
informed reseller
partner at the best
pricing for the
technology that best
meets their needs.”
While those
remarks concern
FSDs in this context,
they could equally
apply to logistics
type operations
because the
definition of what
that better service
requirement is
bound to vary from
product to product.
Just as there was a
wide discrepancy

over what constituted value when it came to
distributors that defined themselves as value
added, so there is likely to be some divergence
over just how ‘full’ full service distribution
needs to be. 
In some cases, full service is nothing more
than logistics. That’s why there’s a full in
fulfilment. In the end, it’s about providing the
right level of service for a particular product or
vendor to resellers so they can ensure they
give their customers the appropriate
technology for their needs in the most effective
way for everyone. That’s where the value is
and that’s what full service is.  8
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‘Most of the value – on top of
the choice, availability and
credit – that we add is in the
pre-sales stage, helping
partners to identify the right
products for their customers
and to present and
demonstrate those solutions
to the customer’

Michael Conway, Renaissance

‘We’re almost getting to the
point of a great divide where
fewer, large big distribution
organisations will be logistics
houses and if the channel
partner knows what to buy
and knows the SKU, the
logistics house type
distributor has a significant
role to play.’

‘Distribution has moved way
beyond logistics and credit
lines’

Paul Bale, Exertis
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